
Contemporary Wedding Photography
www.sarahdeanephotography.co.uk



If you are interested in finding out more, Sarah suggests that 
meeting over coffee or chatting over Skype is the best way 
to get things started. You can tell her about your plans and ask 
any questions that may come to mind. So please feel free to 
contact her via phone or email and request a meeting at a time 
that suits you.

For details of pricing and album descriptions please turn 
to the back page. 

Sarah Deane Photographic

Sarah’s wedding reportage photography is contemporary, creative and 
colourful. She is professional and personable and will quietly and confidently 
capture the special moments of your day, creating fantastic pieces of art 
for your album or wall.

Sarah has over a decade of wedding experience and her years 
at Venture Studios as a contemporary portrait photographer 
give her an eye for relaxed and natural moments. She has a 
friendly approach and anassurance that will make you feel 
at ease.

Which ever package or pricing you choose all of the images 
taken on the day will be given to you with the rights to print 
and distribute. Sarah retouches all of your images to enhance 
colours and correct small imperfections.

Sarah's pricing is designed to cater for all sizes of wedding 
budgets offering both hourly rates for smaller intimate 
weddings and tailored packages from Bronze to Platinum. 
These include relaxed pre-wedding shoots, atmospheric 
slideshows and a stunning range of albums and prints.

Sarah Deane Photographic:
Tel: 07960 338357
www.sarahdeanephotography.co.uk

Facebook - Sarah Deane Photographic
Twitter - @sarahdeanephoto
Pinterest - sarahdeanephoto



Testimonials: Natalie & Chris

We were fortunate enough to have Sarah as our wedding 
photographer in February at Newton Hall! Sarah was friendly, 
professional, and creative in her approach, and the end result 
was fabulous wedding photos! 

We’re a couple that would normally avoid having our photo taken 
but Sarah really made us feel comfortable and did a pre-wedding 
shoot with us on the beautiful Northumberland coast as part 
of our package! Sarah’s pricing is competitive and worth every 
penny, would highly recommend! 

“

”
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“
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“...friendly, 
professional 
& creative...”



“...We were thrilled 
with the outcome 
of the photos...”

Testimonials: Steve & Jenny

My husband and I booked Sarah Deane for our wedding 
in August. We were very happy with everything about the 
service that Sarah offered us. She understood what we were 
looking for, she was great at communicating with everyone 
at the wedding, and we were thrilled with the outcome of 
the photos.

It felt like Sarah went the extra mile for us. Sarah was professional, 
personable and made everything very easy for us. She is a 
pleasure to work with and I would definitely recommend her to 
anyone (in fact I already have for a friend's wedding next year).  

“

”



“

”

“...Everyone 
was so 
impressed...”

Testimonials: Nikki & Jez

Thank you so much for all you did for our wedding. I doubt 
with all that rain it was your easiest shoot to date (!) but 
the photos are absolutely stunning- we couldn't be more 
delighted. You were an absolute hero on the day- Everyone 
was so impressed. 

Above all you were an absolute joy to work with- we've never 
felt so at ease in front of a camera- a massive compliment to 
you! Thank you so much for being so lovely. 

“
”



“

”

“...Unobtrusive 
& captured all 
the important 
moments...”

Testimonials: Jessica & Steve

Sarah photographed our wedding in the Scottish Borders 
in September. As anyone planning a wedding knows, it's 
stressful! But Sarah was a joy to work with, both in the 
run up and on the day. I was so glad that she was around. 

On the day itself, she was unobtrusive and managed to capture 
all the important moments. And the photographs themselves 
are beautiful. Not too formal, a mixture of styles and perfectly 
executed. I would thoroughly recommend Sarah Deane 
Photography. 

“

”



“

”

““

“...(Sarah) 
has done it all 
with a sense 
of  humour 
& happiness...”

Testimonials: Penny and Dan 

We had been to see a couple of photographers who didn't 
really fill us with any great confidence of being 'normal' people 
(!) - then we met Sarah and within 5 minutes we knew she 
was the right person for us. Sarah is fun, happy and very good 
at getting natural shots. We really didn't want an afternoon of 
formal photography and Sarah managed to not only do this 
but also manage the expectations of the 'oldies' that they 
could still get those treasured 'formal' photos from the big 
day without taking up mountains of time queuing and 
ordering different groups for shots. 

Our photos are absolutely great - Sarah fitted in perfectly with 
our day and interacted brilliantly with our friends and family 
to ensure the pictures were amazing. Throughout the whole 
process (pre, during and post wedding) Sarah has been in 
contact when we need her, has been punctual when we meet 
and has done it all with a sense of humour and happiness that 
made the whole experience nowhere near as daunting as we 
thought it might be!

Many of our friends and family keep commenting on how good 
the photos are and most still remember Sarah's name - I think 
that says it all. ”



“...(Sarah) was perfect,
as were the photos 
she produced...”

Testimonials: Eve & Carl

Sarah was our photographer for our wedding this September. 
We could not have asked for a better photographer both 
before, during and after our wedding. She was perfect, 
as were the photos she produced. She captured the day 
just like we wanted. We could not have been happier!

“

”



Albums: 

This book has a superior feel to the paper with a smooth matt finish giving vivid 
colour to your design. Both ink and paper are archival, guaranteeing a lifetime of 
colour. Fine Art books lay perfectly flat when open, with panoramic printing from 
edge to edge and across the central seam. Personalised and perfect bound with 
linen or genuine leather finish. Presented with protective box and cloth.

Size  Pages  Linen Cover Leather Cover

A4  30  £320  £370

A4  50  £380  £430

12 X 12”  30  £400  £450

12 X 12”  50  £480  £530 

The Fine Art Book: product, price & sizes

Photo albums are beautifully designed and professionally 
printed to an excellent standard. Each album produced is 
bespoke, offering a variety of contemporary finishes including 
leather and linen to match your colour scheme. Duplicate 
photo-book gifts can be an excellent way to thank the parents. 



Hardcover books beautifully printed on paper with a sheen including a photo wrapped 
cover, matching dust jacket, and elegant protective sleeve. These are an excellent way
of telling your wedding story in contemporary design and print.

Hard Back Apple Book: product, price & sizes

Size  Pages  Price  Extra Page

11 X 8.5” 30  £100  £1.80

DUPLICATE   £70 

13 X 10”  30  £200  £2.20

DUPLICATE   £120 



Soft cover books beautifully printed on paper with a sheen including a photo wrapped 
cover, perfect for parent’s ‘thank you’ gifts.

The Soft Back Apple Book: product, price & sizes

Size  Pages  Price  Extra Page

8 x 6” (A5) 30  £45  £1.20

DUPLICATE   £35 

11 X 8.5” (A4) 30  £60  £1.50

DUPLICATE   £50 



Wedding Package Information 

OPTION 1

OPTION 2 

Choose the package that fits with your wedding plans and funds

 
Please ask for reductions for Monday to Thursday weddings 
I can charge by the hour for smaller weddings (small no of guests and hours) @ £125 per hour + expenses

GOLD / £1250 Full coverage of your day
A4, 30 page  linen Fine Art Album
Disc of all images fully tidied in Photoshop
Preparitory shoot and planning at venue
DVD slideshow to your wedding music

PLATINUM / £1550 Full coverage of your day
12 x 12” 50 page linen Fine Art Album
Disc of all images fully tidied in Photoshop
Preparitory shoot and planning at venue
DVD slideshow to your wedding music
2 ‘thank you’ photobooks perfect for parent’s gifts

SILVER / £1000 Full coverage of your day
Large (13x10”) 30 page Apple Photobook
Disc of all images 
Preparitory shoot and planning at venue
DVD slideshow to your wedding music

BRONZE / £600 Up to 6 hours coverage of your day
Disc of all images

Please note

Choose coverage of your day at £600 and add an album of your choice


